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time, which could invalidate some of the things stated here. 
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More information on how to optimize your book for sales and writing and publishing insights 
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HOW TO USE KEYWORDS IN YOUR BOOK TITLE 

TO RAMP YOUR SALES ON AMAZON 
 

Who am I? 
 

So who am I that I can help you ramp sales of your book? Though I have 

been writing for a long time, I did not publish my first book until March of 

2015. It has repeatedly made it to the top 10 of several Amazon bestseller 

lists.  

I’ve published a short story, a number of professional articles, and I have 

been a newspaper columnist. I also have an MA in Creative Writing, and I’m 

one of the all-time most active members of the online writing workshop 

CritiqueCircle. Though I know a lot about how to write a good story, and I’ve 

been doing marketing for over 20 years in high-tech, when I published my 

short novel, I didn’t know a thing about how to ramp sales of my book. Not 

at first. 

I am, though, very deterministic in figuring out how things work, and I did a 

ton of tinkering and research about how search engines work. Some of it was 

reading blogs and boards. Some of what I read was helpful, some of it was 

not. I have been surprised at how much misinformation and bad assumptions 

are out there.  

So most of my research was doing my own testing (I did some damage to my 

own sales more than a few times, unfortunately). In the end, though, I went from clueless to having a 

book I can now call a “bestseller”. When it is not in the top 10, my book has hovered near the top 

twenty of several Amazon lists for months. Below is a screen shot of just one time my book was in the 

top 10 as proof. 

As I said, there is a lot of bad info floating around that you might have seen. To prove that I know what 

I’m talking about, and to allow you to prove to yourself that you can also dramatically increase traffic to 

your book, I’m going to step you through detailed examples that you can replicate at your desk that will 

prove to you how Amazon works and therefore how you can do this yourself. It is not a magic bullet, and 

it will take you more than a couple hours, but once you do the things I’ll step you through you will have 

traffic coming to your book for years – years – to come. And this is actually better than it seems because 

when you publish your second book, it will benefit from the traffic your first book is pulling in. It’s all 

good. I’ll show you how it works.   

 

Finishing up a “Double Century” 
bike ride...I only made it 172 

miles in the allotted 15 hours (in 
Maryland in July, no less), but it 

was a heck of a day and 
accomplishment! I did not start 
riding until 3 years before this 
event. It reminded me that at 
any age you can take on and 
succeed in new endeavors... 
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I have no bonus content, I don’t sell any courses, and I have no affiliate relationship. I’m sharing 

everything I know about how to ramp your sales by optimizing your title here in this one article which I 

make available free to subscribers to my blog.  

 

My only ask is that in return for what I share here you forward my website to 

another writer that could benefit from what I share because we are all part of a the 

same writing community. We are all in this together. 
 

Everything I’m going to show you below is equally relevant to fiction and non-fiction books. And it does 

not matter what the topic is – it all works the same. Everything I will share with you is aligned with 

Amazon’s rules, and with how to best help potential customers find your book. I do not promote nor will 

I encourage anything that is inappropriate or lacking in integrity. Zero tolerance. If you are looking for 

unethical ways to get ahead, you have come to the wrong place and you can stop reading now. We need 

to be on the same page before we go any farther. 

First, a bit of proof so know I’m for real: 
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This is real, so let’s get started… 
 

We all hear about the importance of blurbs to capture the interest of potential readers when they stop 

by our Amazon sales pages. And that is correct. Potential buyers want to gain insight into our stories. 

They are looking for something exciting to read before they spend their money. But this only speaks to 

readers that are on our page.  

 

How do we get more traffic to our page in the first place? Keywords! 
 

Keywords, or search terms, are what readers load into search engines to help them find what they are 

looking for. We all know this. But let’s be precise about how we talk about keywords because they don’t 

all show up where you think they do. There are some funny things in play… Let’s get clear on where 

keywords show up. 

 

Amazon has its own search engines 
 

A lot of people know this but don’t really internalize what this means. It means that the folks who run 

Amazon have defined what the Amazon search engine can and cannot see. They do this by coding 

different blocks of content on your Amazon sales page as either readable or blocked. To further 

complicate this, Amazon’s search engines see different things if you search from the “Kindle” or “Book” 

department. 

For instance, things that the Amazon Kindle search engine can see are: Your keywords, the title, and the 

subtitle. Full stop. That is all Amazon’s Kindle search engine can see. So anything written as a blurb, an 

Editorial Review, any reader’s review, etc., cannot be seen and, therefore, will not drive traffic to your 

site via the Amazon Kindle search engine.  

Google and Bing, on the other hand, can see anything on your page, but they can’t see the keywords you 

loaded for your book. I’ll talk about what this means for keywords not in your title in a separate article. 

Here I’m going to help you sell more books by optimizing your title to get more traffic on Amazon’s 

Kindle site. The Amazon Book search engine can see these blocks, but it also filters out some common 

use words. For the purposes of this article, we are just focusing on words in the title, which the two 

search engines treat the same way. 
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How the different search engines operate makes good sense. Google and Bing are constantly scouring 

the entire internet (excepting sites from which they are manually blocked). Amazon, on the other hand, 

is helping their customers by offering up only results that are specific to what shoppers on the Amazon 

site are looking for. And most shoppers are even more precise:  They can select which “department” of 

the Amazon store in which to search. 

 

Keywords in your Title and Subtitle 
 

In this article, all my examples for title keywords are done with searches in the “book” department, but 

100% of what I cover about keywords in titles is also true for the “kindle” department. The keywords 

you will get back from the “auto complete” process I detail below might be slightly different between 

the two, but they will be ~95% the same, but if you think the bulk of your sales will be of an ebook, then 

do all your searches on the “kindle” department. All the processes and everything else I say below are 

exactly the same.  

 

 

 

To illustrate what is going on, let’s pretend you wrote a book about 

revolutionary war leaders such as George Washington, Thomas 

Jefferson, Samuel Adams, John Paul Jones, etc. Let’s say that it is 

essentially short bios of these leaders that are loosely connected, 

but highlight the most exciting times and events of their lives. And 

let’s say you’re working title is: America’s First and Finest: 

Washington, Jefferson and twenty of their most influential peers.  

This might seem like kind of a long title, but as someone who knows 

what the book is about, it makes sense. We’ll come back to the 

length a bit later. 

As you read that title again, it is clear to us what the book is about. But is it clear to a search engine that 

will bring potential customers to your site? 

Let’s say someone who knows nothing about your book but is interested in buying such a book goes to 

Google and types in a reasonable search term that they hope will show them such books. Let’s say they 

type in “revolutionary war leaders.” They will get a lot of results, but few will be books. The day I did it, I 

did not have a book returned in the search results until the 15th entry. Note that our search term was in 

the book’s title: 

Though “revolutionary war” 

should be capitalized, I am not 

going to do so for the sake of 

consistency. Amazon’s search 

engine does not capitalize any 

words, so to make my text and 

screen shots consistent I have not 

capitalized “revolutionary war”. 
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It’s worth noting that the next three entries were books, and each had our search term in the title. 

Please take note of this: The search term was in the title. No other books showed up for this search term 

except for books that had this search term in the title. That is a big hint about where we are headed. 

 

 

 

So now let’s go to Amazon and see what we find. If you search on “revolutionary war leaders” on 

Amazon, after first picking “books” to the left of the search window, what do you get? 2,514 books 

about revolutionary war leaders. At least, we are getting only books now. Here is a screen shot of what 

came up. Note what I highlighted in yellow. 
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You might think that this is not much of a revelation. Actually, it has profound implications for your 

book’s sales! 

Here is what is really important if you want to sell more books: If you do not include this search term in 

the title of your book, and your book is about a leader in the revolutionary war, don’t expect your book 

to show up in search results, so don’t expect to sell many copies. 

You might think that you are in good shape because you wrote a really compelling blurb that includes 

this phrase. Does not matter. The Amazon Kindle search engine cannot see it. 

Or perhaps you wrote a nice summary of your book on the “inside flap” box that Amazon provides. 

Nope. The Amazon Kindle search engine won’t look there.  

You even got a 5-star review titled, “Best book ever about our revolutionary war leaders!” from the 

head of the history department at Harvard. …yawn… It does not matter. Amazon’s Kindle search engine 

won’t see it.  

Though I will talk about it more in my next article, even the Amazon Book search engine will not help 

you much.  

Below is a graphic that summarizes what the various search engines can see on an Amazon page. 
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Title Keywords and CreateSpace 
 

If you are wondering about CreateSpace or some of the other book sellers, let me say that I’m only going 

to speak to CreateSpace briefly for a couple reason. First, everything I say in this article is generally true 

for CreateSpace, but CreateSpace actually has many different downstream distribution partners, and 

when I spoke to a CreateSpace customer representatives as I was writing this article they made very 

clear to me that they don’t know how all their partners’ search their various data fields. I have seen 

similar behavior on Barnes & Nobel’s’ site as I will detail below, but I cannot promise these other search 

engines work exactly as Amazon’s done. On the other hand, Amazon accounts for the bulk of book sales, 

so let’s keep our focus on Amazon. 

 

How do you know which search term to include in your title? 
 

I hope you now understand how important it is to get the right keywords into your title and how 

different search engines see different blocks of content on Amazon. So for this discussion, we are going 

to focus on keywords in your title. I’ll soon publish another booklet about how to use keywords in other 

ways to further ramp your sales. You will be able to find it at my website, www.allentiffany.com, and 

you can sign up there to receive occasional notices about when I publish new articles you will find 

helpful as you continue to ramp your sales. 

So now that we know where to put our search terms, there are literally trillions of possible search terms. 

How do you pick the ones that are most popular on Amazon and most helpful at getting potential buyers 

to your book? The good news is that it is easy. Amazon tells you what they are if you just know where to 

look. 

 

How to find the best keywords for your title. 
 

Let me show you how Amazon tells you which are the most popular search terms. Go to Amazon’s 

search engine for the book department (you’ll get almost the same results if you prefer to search from 

the kindle department).  Type in “revolutionary war” and add a space after the last letter and then 

hesitate for a second, Amazon will then show you a list of the most popular terms that start with 

“revolutionary war”. This is called “auto-complete”. Amazon is doing this to guide you to the most 

popular search terms. See below… 

Sweet! We have a starting point. Let’s see what we got: 

 

http://www.allentiffany.com/
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Look at these additional words carefully. Which ones are closely related to and descriptive of the book 

you wrote?  

 Books – Yes, what you wrote is a book, but we are in the book department so this is not very 

helpful. 

 On Wednesday – I don’t think so. I confess, I have no idea what this one means. 

 Books for kids – This is relevant depending on how you define “kids” and the target audience for 

your book. 

 Historical fiction – No. It is not fiction. 

 For kids – This is essentially a repeat. 

 Fiction – Nope. 

 Maps – Yes, if your book includes any maps. 

 Novels – No, still not fiction. 

 Liberty how the … began – No. 

 Battles – Yes. 

 

So from this list, we found about 3 words that could help you pull in traffic if they were in your title. 

Your book, though, is about leaders of the revolutionary war. So let’s try this again, but this time we’ll 

add “leaders” to the end of the phrase. This is what we got back:  
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What happened? The process is working; this is not a mistake or bad news. What it is telling us is that 

there is not much search traffic for anything beyond those three words. So let’s keep this in mind and try 

another approach.  

Your book is about revolutionary war leaders who were to various degrees military men, politicians, 

thought leaders, and public figures. The heart of your book is that they were all actors in the 

revolutionary war, so let’s keep that as our starting two words and see what else we come up with. Let’s 

start by adding “military” to our two words. 

 

 

 

So “military history” has a material amount of search traffic according to Amazon. Add “history” to your 

growing list of keywords. 

Now let’s try “politicians”. Amazon threw us another curve ball, but this is also good info. When I typed 

“revolutionary war politicians” and added a space I got no additional search terms. That tells us that 

there are no popular search terms that add a fourth word to our three-word phrase of “revolutionary 

war politicians”. But I searched for it anyway. Look at what came up: 121 results, including books about 

leaders that you included in your book. 
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There are two other extremely important aspects of what is going on here that we need to understand. 

 

Again, books that come up at the top of the results have the search term in the title 
 

This is crazy important. Remember it. We’ll come back to it. 

Look closely at the first book that came up. As noted, our search words are in the title, but did you 

notice how many reviews this first book has gotten? One. So the leading book for this search term has 

only one review. One. How do you think its sales rank is? Let’s check. 
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A sales rank of #2,490,705 million. It is hard to say with precision but based on my research that 

probably means it is selling one copy a month (if that). You can –and will! – do better than that. And if 

you do, your book will be at the top of the page when people search for “revolutionary war 

politicians”…and people tend to buy what they see first.  

So you can use this technique to review all the keyword phrases that you can create with your starting 

two words of “revolutionary war”. You might also consider switching things up and trying a different 

starting phrase such as “American military leaders” and then add “revolutionary war” or something 

similar and relevant.  

The truth is this is a relatively arcane topic, which is both good news and bad. The good news is that you 

can probably land high on pages in these categories, which is extremely important and I’ll come back to 

this in a moment. The bad news is that it is just not a wildly popular topic. As an alternative, you could 

try starting your search term with a phrase that is popular, for instance, “hot sex”. That will certainly get 

your book showing up in far more searches than you are getting by starting with “revolutionary war”. Of 

course, you won’t sell anything to those who found your book looking for erotica, and you’ll just 

antagonize Amazon’s customers, which is a bad thing to do. You’ll probably also provoke a response 

from Amazon if they catch on to it. But most importantly, it won’t help you sell any books.  

 

Only use search terms that are relevant, descriptive and helpful to shoppers. 
 

Let’s continue building your keyword search list after you have identified the top words that follow 

“revolutionary war”: Go to Amazon, select “books” or “kindle” as the department in which you will 
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search, and then type in “revolutionary war a”. What Amazon returns is the most popular search words 

for phrases that start with “revolutionary war” plus words that start with the letter “a”. This is what 

comes back, at least today as I write this: 

 

 

 

Review this list and write down any word that starts with “a” that looks like it is relevant to your book. 

“American history” would be one.  

Let’s try this again with the letter “b”. So the search and results would look like this:  
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We have already seen a couple of these, but there are a few more good results here: “books for teens”, 

“battlefields”, and “biography”. Write down all of these. Your list of potential keywords is growing now. 

Do this for every letter of the alphabet. Remember that customers don’t want to be misled, so only keep 

keywords that are truly relevant to your book. 

For the sake of completeness, remember earlier when we tried “revolutionary war leaders” and nothing 

else came up? That told us that “leaders” is probably not a hugely popular additional search word when 

added to “revolutionary war”. But let’s check and see what happens when we type in “revolutionary war 

l” (that’s a small case “L” on the end, not a capital i). 

 

 

 

What we see is that “leaders” is a search term that does generate enough traffic for Amazon to add it to 

its autocomplete suggestions, but it is pretty far down the list of popular terms. Nonetheless, it is very 

descriptive of your book and it does have some popularity, so you should keep it on your list.  

After you have gathered all the relevant keywords starting with every letter o the alphabet, let’s now go 

back to the search results on the book we looked at earlier. 

Notice the categories for which this book is listed: “Books > Biographies & Memoirs > Historical > United 

States > American Revolution”. Let’s see what we find when we click on that link: 
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When we click on that link, Amazon takes us to the top 20 books in that category (in the screen shot 

above, I am only showing the top nine – I did not include the next 11 or it would have been too small to 

read). 

So what do we learn here? We learn a lot! Scan the titles. See what words come up frequently. Record 

any word that you see show up more than once that are relevant to and descriptive of the contents of 

your book. 

By now you should have a pretty long list of potential keywords that are also search terms. This list is 

gold, but not until you put these words where the Amazon search engine can see them. 

 

Where is the most important place to load these keywords? Exactly. The title! 
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If you are a New York Times bestselling author you can title your book anything you want and it will still 

be a bestseller. And you would probably want a short, memorable title. For instance, if you wrote a book 

about leaders in the revolutionary war, you could simply call it “Tea” in reference to the “Boston Tea 

Party”. 

Unfortunately, few of us have achieved the stature of a New York Times bestselling author yet. So we 

need titles that are both descriptive and easily understood by search engines and customers. Earlier we 

said the working title of your book was: America’s First and Finest: Washington, Jefferson and twenty of 

their most influential peers.  

Before we start rewriting it, how much room do we really have? Earlier we thought this seemed like a 

long title, but is it? As Amazon states here, your title and subtitle can be 200 characters. Our current title 

is just 92 characters, so we have lots of room to play with.  

By the way, so you don’t have to manually count characters, if you have access to Microsoft Excel, it has 

an easy way to count characters with the “length” function. See an example below. In cell B2, I pasted 

our title. In cell C2 I typed in a function “=LEN(B2)”. This will now instantly tell me how many characters 

are in what I loaded into the target cell (B2). Simple. 

 

 

 

It is time to create a new title that is descriptive and accurate about your book’s content, but also uses 

the most popular search terms such as “battles” and “biographies” while staying under Amazon’s 200 

character limit. We obviously don’t want our title to become ridiculously convoluted, but we do need to 

get some high payoff keywords in there that will attract buyers.  

For instance we could try something like: From early America’s History: Short biographies of George 

Washington, Thomas Jefferson, Samuel Adams and twenty of their most influential peers across 

battlefields and through statehouses as you have never seen our Founding Fathers 

Excel tells me that is 231 characters, so we need to shorten it. How about this: 

America’s revolutionary war leaders: Short biographies of George Washington, Thomas Jefferson, 

Samuel Adams and twenty more from battles to statehouses as you have never seen our Founding 

Fathers 

That one is 195 characters, so Amazon is okay with it. I will guarantee you is that it will draw far more 

search traffic than the original.  

https://kdp.amazon.com/help?topicId=A2OSMOLQQXKIR2
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When you look at the first title you came up with, it makes sense to us because we know what the book 

is about. But to a search engine does it really say much about your book? Only the words “America”, 

“Washington” and “Jefferson” are specific, and they only make sense in the context of each other and 

words like “first…leaders”. So unless someone wanting a book like yours searches on specific search 

terms in your title, your book will never be found. Or worse, it will come up in unexpected searches such 

as “Washington State, America,” or for other odd things.  

Remember that developing a keyword list for use in your title is done the same way no matter if your 

book it fiction or non-fiction and no matter the topic. Zombies, bike repair, erotica, science fiction, how-

to, children’s books, coloring books, big books, little books, etc. Amazon’s search engine works the same 

no matter what kind of book you have written.  

Also, note that this title is broken into two portions. One is short (America’s revolutionary war leaders) 

and one is long (Short biographies of George Washington, Thomas Jefferson, Samuel Adams and twenty 

more from battles to statehouses as you have never seen our Founding Fathers). You want to use a 

similar structure so you have an easy to say, short title for people to talk about when they are standing 

around the water cooler at work telling each other about the amazing book they read over the 

weekend. “Hey, have you read, America’s revolutionary war leaders? I read it this weekend. It was 

good.” 

 

Let me be blunt: Your book will rarely show up in search results and, therefore, 

won’t sell much unless your title has highly popular and relevant keywords. 
 

It does not matter how well you wrote your book, it does matter that you graduated first in your class, it 

does matter that your parents and lover think it the best thing ever written. If no one can find it, no one 

will buy it, no one will read it, and no one will review it.   

Without a title that is descriptive, relevant and has some high-traffic keywords you and your book will 

likely suffer the most embarrassing fate a writer and a book can suffer: obscurity. It does not have to be 

this way. If you write well and used these techniques your book can become a big seller, possibly a 

bestseller! 

Are there exceptions? Have unknown writers exploded onto bestseller list with obscure or short titles? 

Yes. It happens. The Martian and Fifty Shades of Grey are two that come to mind. But those books are 

extreme exceptions, and they were successful because they developed tremendous momentum for 

other reasons. Those books could have been titled This Book Sucks and they still would have been 

runaway bestsellers for reasons that have nothing to do with their titles. For 99.9% of the rest of us, 

we’d be smarter to make sure we have optimized our title to help customers find our books. Of course, 

there are other things writers should do to help ramp their sales, as I detail on my blog, but for this 

article, we are going to stay focused on how to optimize our title. 
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Let’s look at your new title again, and I’ll put in bold all the phrases that are popular or likely search 

terms: America’s revolutionary war leaders: Short biographies of George Washington, Thomas 

Jefferson, Samuel Adams and twenty more from battles to statehouses as you have never seen our 

Founding Fathers 

Of the words I highlighted above, not all are equal in how much traffic they will drive. One of them is 

special. Do you know which one is special? Think back to the words Amazon auto-populated when we 

typed in just “revolutionary war”. There were four words from that list we recorded. Those four are the 

most used search terms we found. One of the words was “battles”. In our new title I found a way to 

include that word. This is a key point. The auto-populated words are the most powerful. Every word has 

a different “value”, which is something we’ll learn how to sort out in my next article. For now, though 

just remember that the words you most want in your title are the ones that Amazon auto-populates. 

Not only are these highlighted phrases popular search terms on their own, but when combined, they are 

even more powerful. Additionally, “America” and “leaders” could be relevant search terms in 

conjunction with some of the other keywords. 

Here are just a few of the possible search terms for which your book will now show up: 

 George Washington Biographies 

 Thomas Jefferson Biographies 

 Samuel Adams Biographies 

 Revolutionary War battles 

 Founding Fathers George Washington 

 George Washington Battles 

 American Revolutionary War 

 American Battles 

 America’s Battles 

 American Wars 

 America’s Wars 

I’m sure there are dozens if not hundreds more. One good thing to know is that minor variations of 

spellings generally are seen as the same word by Amazon’s search engine. So “American” and 

“America’s”, and “biography” and “biographies” will likely be seen as the same word by Amazon. This 

means that someone can search on one of the words but get results back for all similar variations. Read 

more about this from Amazon here. 

So your task is to create a fresh, exciting title that is descriptive but is also created from the most 

powerful keywords in the Amazon search engine. You should prioritize using words that auto-populate 

first, as I described above. If you do this well, Amazon will deliver a lot of potential buyers to your sales 

page. If you don’t do this…you and your book will languish in obscurity, and you will forever wonder 

what went wrong.  

https://kdp.amazon.com/help?topicId=A2EZES9JAJ6H02
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“Keyword Stuffing” – Don’t do it. 
 

Let’s take a moment to talk about a great way to kill your sales and look really stupid. Some authors are 

too lazy to actually write a descriptive title for their book. Instead, they just line up all the keywords they 

come up with in one long list. Doing so will allow them to load more keywords than you can get in a 

thoughtful, descriptive title that potential readers will find helpful. Such a title may, in fact, bring more 

traffic to your book, but customers are not idiots. They will see such a title and immediately look 

elsewhere for something to read. Who wants to read a book by someone who is too lazy to even write a 

coherent title? Then what happens is that such a book falls in the rankings even for those keywords 

because no one buys it.  

So don’t do it. Don’t do anything to cut corners or try and cheat the system. Don’t stuff keywords into 

your title, don’t buy reviews, and don’t try any other “black hat SEO” techniques. Even if such tricks 

might buy you momentary success, in the end, you lose.  

Always think about your customers and treat them as you would want to be treated: With integrity and 

honesty. Deliver to them your best product, and you will win over loyal fans that will follow you forever. 

Now…back to the fun stuff… 

 

Your title and subtitle have to be on the cover. WHAT? 
 

Before you head off to write a 200-character title, you need to understand that your entire title must be 

on the cover of your book. Both Amazon and CreateSpace have mechanisms in place to make sure the 

title on your cover matches what you load in the data fields. It can be an artistic challenge to get a 200 – 

character title on the cover of a book, but it is possible. For example, in the case of the title we created, 

you could put “America’s Revolution War Leaders” in a big font across the top. Then you could put the 

rest in a smaller font across the bottom. In between you could place a picture of a battlefield, perhaps, 

or an early American flag. I don’t know. I’m not much of an artist, but I must highlight that you have to 

have all the words on the front page. You will need to work with whoever is doing your cover to figure 

out how to make it attractive. 

Now as you look at your list of keywords, you obviously only used a few of them. Do not throw away 

your list! We are going to come back to it in the next article on keywords. There is a lot more gold in 

your keyword list. We just have to dig it out and figure out how to load it. There are some subtle but 

extremely powerful methods of doing so that I’ll detail in my next article. 

As I have gotten smarter about all this with my own novel, my subtitle has gone through three 

iterations. Each time it got more descriptive and helpful to potential readers until it now looks like this: 
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You could argue that it is a bit long, but it is very clear and descriptive of the story; everyone who sees 

my cover is sure about the contents. And search engines seem to like it, too. My daily sales have climbed 

from about 1 copy a day when I started and had no idea of what I was doing to now averaging more 

than 7 a day.  Let me add that a few months after I started selling my book I raised the price from $.99 to 

$1.49 and sales kept increasing! 

 

I really was clueless when I started. You don’t have to be. 
 

When I first published my book, I had a simple, obscure title, a short subtitled which I did not even load 

into Amazon’s metadata field, and seven keywords. I did not do any research on the keywords I typed 
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in...I just wrote down what came to mind as I uploaded my novel. Like many new authors, I was so 

exciting to be on the verge of publishing my first book that I did not even think about my keywords.  

I got smarter over time as I tested and tweaked, and over time, my sales started ramping. This is very 

unusual. Book sales almost always decline over time, and I’m sure mine will also drop eventually. But 

right now they are still ramping, and last month was the biggest month ever (by far) for my book sales. 

Of course, this increase in daily sales is not exclusively due to changes in the title, but it has certainly 

helped. The main thing I was doing, though, was tweaking my keywords. And as I did everything I have 

described in this paper, my novel became #1 for the search “Vietnam War” in the Kindle department of 

Amazon. See the screen shot below from mid-December. 

 

 

 

This is BIG – My book is #1 out of almost 5,000!  
 

Yes, when your book is the first thing buyers see, you sell more books (more on the importance of this 

below). What do you think being #1 did for my sales? And with more sales came more reviews, and with 

more reviews more sales. Three months later, after drifting down to #14, it popped up to #1 again 

recently, and this time the competition is even stiffer: In the upper left corner of the screenshot above, 

you’ll see that my book was #1 out of 4,788. Below, it is #1 out of 4,926. 
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Understanding the “Fold” 
 

There is a hard reality here that you need to understand: Your book must be “above the fold” for 

popular searches for a material number of people to see it and to buy it.  

The “fold” is a reference to the bottom of your computer screen. “Above the fold” refers to what you 

can see on your computer screen when a page comes up. What is “below the fold” is what you cannot 

see and you only get to if you scroll down. 

There is overwhelming evidence that shoppers almost always buy what is “above the fold”. If you want 

to read more about it, here are a couple good articles, one by Jakob Nielsen, and one by Rebecca 

Maynes at MOZ . Let me summarize what you will read in these detailed and statistically rich articles: 

Between 80% and 90% of shoppers will buy what is above the fold.  

Of course, getting above the fold is cause and effect. You stay above the fold due to sales. So you can 

get above the fold – in part – through optimizing your title, great cover art, interesting blurb, etc. But 

staying there is a result of great writing, great editing, and eventually, positive reviews from legitimate 

customers that drive sales over the long-term.  

 

https://www.nngroup.com/articles/scrolling-and-attention/
https://moz.com/blog/eye-tracking-2016-how-searchers-interact-mobile-serps-desktop
https://moz.com/blog/eye-tracking-2016-how-searchers-interact-mobile-serps-desktop
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Your book must be above the fold if you want to ramp sales  
 

On Amazon Kindle pages, 16 books are returned for each search (assuming there are at least 16 relevant 

books, which there almost always are). Oddly, when you search on the “books” page only 12 titles come 

back.  

In short, on Kindle or book pages, for a given search term being #1 is best. In the top four is great. 

Between five and 16 (or 12 on book pages) is not good. Ranked lower than 16 (or 12) is bad, really bad.   

Below is a summary of where my book is showing up from a few of the search terms created from the 

words in my title and subtitle. We have already seen where by book is for “Vietnam War”, so these 

words are tacked onto “Vietnam War” for more specific search. All are pulled from my title and subtitle. 

The first number indicates how far down my book is listed. The second number is how many books came 

up for that search term. For example, for the first one – “Vietnam War Youth” – my book is 1st out of 15. 

Not bad, though that is not a very popular search term. Look at “Vietnam War 1968”. That is a popular 

search term and my book is #3.  

 

 Youth – 1/15 

 Life – 6/270 

 Death – 4/92 

 Die – 3/27 

 Infantry – 5/85 

 Combat – 12/372 

 Infantry Combat – 2/22 

 173rd Airborne – 1/8 

 Airborne Brigade – 1/2 

 Airborne – 2/45  

 1968 – 3/150                         

 1968 Tet Offensive – 3/37  

 Tet Offensive – 5/101 

 Central Highlands – 1/11 

 Young men – 1/25 

 

Look at that list and think about how many times my book will be on someone’s computer screen (that 

is, above the fold) when they search for books about the Vietnam War.  

As I mentioned, there are lots of additional combinations of these words and phrases. In my next article, 

I’ll show how there are thousands – yes, thousands! – more combinations when you add high-value 

keywords into the Amazon metadata field for such things and those words combine with the words from 
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your title. However, we are going to have to get a lot smarter about figuring out how to value keywords 

for our book before we do that. I’ll show you how to do it next time. I found these additional high-payoff 

words and started using these super valuable new keywords along with the words in my title and 

subtitle, my book showed up in the top 4 of hundreds of search terms. And this keeps the sales rolling 

which in turn keeps my book near the top of several categories.  

If you have written a great book, getting your title right can help you ramp sales. This stuff works. Earlier 

I showed you a screenshot of my book at #6. Here is a screenshot of it at #8 on an entirely different list. 

 

 

So when I publish my next book, I can honestly report that the book buyers have repeatedly pushed my 

book into the top 10 of several of Amazon’s bestseller lists, and into a few top 20 lists worldwide. That is 

the social proof that will give potential customers the confidence to buy my next novel, further ramping 

my sales. 
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Additionally, and also of note, keeping my first book above the fold in so many categories works like 

“evergreen” blog content that will keep pulling in readers who will find the subsequent books that I 

write, which in turn will increase traffic and (hopefully) sales of those books. 

 

Good writing matters most! 
 

Last I want to emphasize something else. Go back to the screenshot above that shows the bestsellers in 

the category “Books > Biographies & Memoirs > Historical > United States > American Revolution” and 

look at the “star” rating for these books. Look again at the books near mine on the various bestseller 

lists I’ve shown you. And randomly pick a few other categories and look at the top sellers and the star 

rating they have. Notice a pattern?  

 

All bestsellers have at least a 4-star rating. Most are 4.5 stars or higher. They all 

have lots of reviews, some from Amazon’s top reviewers. 
 

You must write well if you hope to sell many copies of your book. I can help you get traffic to your book, 

but if your book is not well written, and not well edited (two very different things), then the only thing 

traffic will get you is negative reviews. And in the future, buyers will see the negative reviews so they 

won’t buy your book. That is the reality of it, and I don’t want to create the impression that insights and 

techniques can replace good writing. They cannot. Getting positive reviews from influential reviewers is 

hugely important especially if your book is well written. I’ve already written an article on how to get 

great reviews from highly rated reviewers. If you have written well, you do get good reviews, and you 

optimize your title to get more traffic you will find yourself in a very happy place with ramping sales. 

Well done! 

How to optimize your keywords in Amazon and CreateSpace’s keyword field is another detailed 

discussion and also very important, but I’ll save that for next time. 

I hope this information helps! Please write me and let me know if you have any questions, thoughts or 

other observations. If you would like to be notified when I publish future such articles, sign up for my 

newsletter at www.allentiffany.com. I post about once every three weeks. I will not spam you or sell or 

give away your email address. 

And please do return the favor of the free information I have shared here by passing on the link to my 

website to another writer who can benefit from the things I write about. 

Best of luck with your writing! 

Allen 

http://www.allentiffany.com/get-amazon-reviews/
http://www.allentiffany.com/get-amazon-reviews/
http://www.allentiffany.com/

